LUNGO UNDERCABINET LIGHT USER
INSTRUCTION

2. DO NOT ATTEMPT TO INSTALL THE FIXTURE WHILE
PLUGGED IN.

POWER ON

3. Select a suitable dry mounting location (for indoors only).
Make sure mounting surface is completely capable of
supporting the fixture.

-

Press the On/Off button once

4. While resting the fixture on a flat surface...
5. Place the fixture in a location where you want it mounted
and mark the center of each end with a pencil. Make sure the
power cable can be easily plugged in when mounted. The
fixture can be mounted horizontally or vertically.

DIMMING
-

HOLD the dimming button and RELEASE when
the desired light output level is achieved.

OCCUPANCY SENSOR AND TIMER USAGE
-

-

The Lungo Light is specified and designed to
save energy while providing the most amount
of light at lowest power consumption. By
Default, the light will stay on for 30min, but will
continue turn back on immediately after
detecting motion by the sensor.

LUNGO Undercabinet Light Installation Manual

6. Place the each of the mounting brackets inward (1.5") of
the pencil marks and mark the center of the bracket hole.
7. It is recommended that a pilot hole be drilled in the
mounting surface for wood screws. Pre-drill holed in the
mounting surface with a 1/16" (1.6mm) drill bit for soft
woods and a 3/32" (2.4mm) drill bit for hard woods.
8. Center the bracket over each pilot hole and drive the
screws provided with the mounting hardware into the
mounting surface by hand. Do not use power drill as this can
strip the wood. Hand tighten until snug and the bracket is
secure. DO NOT OVER TIGHTEN.
9. With both hands, align the slot (furthest away from you) of
the Lungo light fixture with the each bracket and tilt until the
slot closest to you snaps in.
10. Plug fixture into a 120VAC 60Hz outlet.
INSTALLATION PROCEDURE - STEEL undercabinet mounting

INSTALLATION PROCEDURE – WOOD
undercabinet mounting

1. Consult a local licensed electrician or electrical contractor if
you are not sure about the installation

Carefully plan out your installation prior to actually securing
your Lungo light fixture to the mounting surface making sure
that your line cord will reach the nearest electrical outlet.

2. DO NOT ATTEMPT TO INSTALL THE FIXTURE WHILE
PLUGGED IN.

TO PREVENT ELECTRIC SHOCK, MATCH WIDE BLADE OF PLUG TO WIDE SLOT
POUR EVITER LES CHOCS ELECTRIQUES, INTRODUIRE LA
LAME LA PLUS LARGE DE LA FICHE DANS LA FENTE LA PLUS LARGE

3. Select a suitable dry mounting location (for indoors only).
Make sure mounting surface is completely capable of
supporting the fixture.
4. While resting the fixture on a flat surface...

1. Consult a local licensed electrician or electrical contractor if
you are not sure about the installation

5. Attach the magnets provided with the mounting hardware
by inserting the threaded post of the magnet into the
mounting bracket.
6. Place the each of the mounting brackets on the rear side,
inward (1.5") of each end and snap in place.
7. Place the fixture in a location where you want it mounted.
See figure TBD. Make sure the power cable can be easily
plugged in when mounted. The fixture can be mounted
horizontally or vertically.
8. Plug fixture into a 120VAC 60Hz outlet.

CLEANING INSTRUCTIONS

Your fixture is made from quality materials that will last many
years with minimal care. When cleaning, make sure you have
unplugged your fixture and have allowed sufficient time for
the unit to cool to room temperature. You should clean the
housing and lens using a damp soft cloth. You should plug
your fixture back in only after the fixture has thoroughly
dried.

DISPOSAL

Follow local disposal laws. See
WWW.LAMPRECYCLE.ORG

